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THE RATE OF OXIDATION OF POTASSIUM IODIDE
BY CHROMIC ACID

BY RALPH E. nelXRV

The present inea.s<iretnent.s, tike tliotic of the rate uf uxida-

tion of ferrous salts' by chromic acid, were undertaken with a

view of throwing tight on the remarkable catalytic action o' iron

on tlie oxidation of iodides; and also in order to a.vertain

wlietlier tlie irregnlarities observed in ttie oxidation of ferrons

snlptiate' and of sodium ttiiosutptiate' were intierent tp tlie u;*

of chromic acid as an oxidizing agent.

With tlie exception of Series V'l the measurements were car-

ried out at 30° C. Two of tlie reagents, stiitably diluted, were

mixed in a wide mouthed Krlcnmeyer fl.Tsk of 2(K) or joficc

capacity wliile the third (usually the substance present in least

quantity) was pipetted into a test tul)e, ti^ether wic.i enough

water to make up 15 cc. Both vessels were left in the thermo-

stat until the proper temperature was attained, when the tcst-

tul>e was taken out, quickly covered with a cloth to hinder loss

of lieat, an-' at the rigtit moment emptied into the fl?sk. The
mixture wa.- sl'.aken and tlie last drops of liquid were removed

from the U\\te by tapping it against the walls of the Krlcnmeyer.

When it was desired to stop the reaction, a "re.strainer" was

poured in, cunsi.sting of a .solution of .sodium acetate in which

was dissolved sufficient sodium bicarlx)nate to neutrali/e some-

what less than nine-tenths of the .sulphuiic acid initially prr-scnl

in the reacting mixture. The iodine lil)erated was tlien deter-

mined with «/ioo sodium thiosulpliatc and iodine solutions,

using starch* ;is indicator ; a sharp end point was ensured by

* Jotir. Phyt. Chetn. 7, I ( 190J).

'lbi<I. 7, 10(1903).

•lbi<l. 7.H1 (1903).

* If a few crystals of menthol he left floatinf; on the starch solution, it

keepigood for weeks; the solution of sodium acetate waii preserved from de-

compoaitiou by the same means.

J'J.^L--^!^'?^
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Oxufatum of Maisium Iodide by Chromk Acid 341

Series V conuins expenmrnts on the caUl' 'ic action of

a number of salts; Table 18. Finally the « ijerimenti of

Seriei 17wm carried ont at o^C, to detennine the influ-

ence of the temperature on the rate ; Expts. 19-27.

txtinaOm «( tk« TaUw

At the head of each Uble the toUl volume of the reacting

mixture is given, and the quantities of the reagents initially

preaent, in the following units. The letter A denotes the

number of gramme-formula-vights of potaaai m bichnmiate

(K.Cr.O,) multiplied by 100,01 ; ff, the nun- of gramnie-

formula-weighU of sulphuric acid vH,SO/\multip. by 100,000;

and C the number of gramnie-foTmul. wei^jht. of potassium

iodide, (KI) also multiplied by ioo,o> /'is the volume in

cubic centimeters. Under *• is entereo '.^ amount of iodine lib-

erated in minutes, exprt- il in cubic «.or iimeters of n. 100 thi-

061'' Sate. The amount i.. .odine dissolve<1 in the potassium

iodiae of experiments i-iii. Table 18, is expressed in the same

units.

The value of * for tf = 00 (that is, the number of cubic cen-

timeters of *«/ioo thiosulphate equivalent to the iodine that

would be liberated if the reaction were allowed to proceed imtil

none of the reagent present in least quantity remained) was ob-

tained by calculation from the known initial composition of the

reacting mixture ; in the measurements of Series I this value

was controlled by direct experiment ; in Series II a similar check

was not feasible.

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS
Serlaal

The first Series were carried out with potassium bichromate

in small quantity, as it was thought that the iodine liberated by

the reaction might exert less influence on the rate in presence of

a large excess of potassium iodide, than if the quantity of the

latter were small. Experiments « and it, Table 18, show that the

retardation due to this cause would not seriously affect the results

oi the measurements.
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The constancy of k^ throughout each of the tables, and the

fact that doubling the concentration of the bichromate does not

affect tliat constant (Expts. i and 2 ; 3 and 4) shows that the

rate is proportional to the concentration of the bichromate.

Doubling the concentration of the iodide trebles the rate (Expts.

5 and 2), and doubling that of the acid quadruples it. Thus,
the rate is proportional to the concentration of the bichromate,

and to the square of that of the acid.

Expts. iand s.

1. A, 1.968; /?. 237.9; C 142.4; V, 100; k^avg, 0.0065; R, 0.18
2. /f . 0.984; B, 237.9 ; C 142.4; V, 100 : kflv^, 00066; /?, 0.088

I. » X

0-75

*.

(0.0057)

2. »

105
10 1.60 0.0063 '5
15 2-43 0.Q067 20
20 300 0.0064 25
30 43' 0.0066

1

30
OS II. 81 —

1 00

0-75
1. 21

1.50

1.90

2.18

590

'^1

(0.0059)
0.0067
0.0064
0.0067
0.0067

Expts. 3 and 4.

3. A, 1.968; D, 478.3; C, 142.4; V, 100; >t,«:;f, 0.029; .ff, 0.792
4 . A, 0.984 ; B, 47^3; C, 142.4; K, 100; kfivg, 0.029; ^. 0.396

2-5

50
7-5
10.0

150
CO

A, 0.984

1.68

3.21

457
5.78
7.60

II. 81

Expts. 5

^. 235. 3; C 284.9

'tl 4. • X *

0.0307 2-5 0.82 0.0260
0.0276

i

50 1.78 0.0312
0.0283 7-5 2.42 0.0306
0.0292

i
lO.O 2.87 0.0289

0.0299
1

•50 3-71 0.0287—
1

« 590 —
AND 6.

V. 100; k^avg, 0.019; ^^ 0.260
A, 0.984; B, 117.7; C, 142.4; F, 100; A,aiy, 0.002; ^,0.026

s. • X *, 6. « X *.

5 1.18 0.0194 10 0.24 0.00180
10 2.16 0.0197 20 0.48 0.00184
15 2.74 0.0181 40 I 01 0.00204
20 346 0.0192 — — —
00 590 — 00 5-90 —
'*, = i/» . logy»f,Al(f,A—xY
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At the head of each Table of this Series, I have noted the

averace value of -t. (omitting those enclosed in brackets).

Strictly speaking, k, should diminish as the reaction proceeds

;

owing to the large excess of iodide and acid however, the dimi-

nution could never exceed a few percent, and is of the same

order as the experimental errors. R is calculated from the

average value of *. by the relation R ^dx,d9 ^bk^A. X log

""' '°-
Serie. U

In Series II the amount of the potassium iodide in the re-

acting mixture was much less than that of 'he bichromate or

that of the acid. A few experiments i.. c. iodine was di^

solved in the potassium iodide before in.- g up the reacting

mixture led to the adoption of the following equation,

K,CrA+9KI + 7H,SO.= 4K.SO.+Cr.cSO.).43KI.+^7H.O

whence the expressions,

tA-x, elyO— x. 3iiC—x,

U. represent the amounts of bichromate, acid and iodide remain-

ing when the iodine liberated was equivalent to x io->gramme-

formula-weights of sodium thiosulphatc.

The details of the measurements in question are not pub-

lished in the present paper; it is hoped that the results of an in-

vestigation of the reaction between iodic and hydriodic acids

which has been undertaken in this laboratory, may throw light

on the retardation caused by iodine.

EXPTS. 7 AND 8.

7. A. .99; i9. ='40.3: C 9.45; ^'. too; A'«'^- '"> >< •o-";^.o°»3

8.' A, 19.9I /?; 480.7: C 9;45; P^joo.

26

36
36
36

34
26

36

24

5
10

15
20

25

30

m)

1.47
i

30

3.69 44
1

3-85 80 1

466 —
5-37

—
5.80

!

71$ \KX"^

4
4-4

5

36
28

32

34
40
44
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1

EXPTS. 9 AND lO.

9. A, 39.8; /?, 240.3; C 9 45: V, 100; Kavg, 22 X lo"-; R, 0.141

10. A, 39.8; 5. 940.0: C 18.89; K. 100: A-iHy.2oX 10 °; ^. o-»57

9- » X 7X7) 1)1 ATX 10-

5 0.52 — — (18)

10 1. 10 15 1-5 20

15 «-75 27 1.8 22

20 2.25 35 1.8 23

2.S 2.53 40 1.6 21

30 3.06 57 1-9 23

40 3-77 77 1-9 24

50 432 — (24)

5
10

»5
20
26

30

EXPT. II.

1.36

2.47

3.20

3-71

4.64

556

7T9) I 77» ATX 10^

II 2.2

24 2.4

32 3.0

39 2.0
j

55 2.0

21

33
30
18

18

30

A, 39.8; B, 480.7; C 9-45: V, 100; K,avg, 37 X iQ—
;
R, 0-694

« X 7K8) 7T8)/» iT9) 7X9)/*

_l :%

ATX 10"

3.5 1.31 4-5 1.8 13 5 24

5.0 2.64 10 2.0 26 5 27

lO.O 4.II 18 1.8 46 4.6 27

150 5»5 29

Comparing Expts. 7 and 9, it is apparent that halving the

concentration of the bichromate approximately doubles the time

necessary for the liberation of a given quantity of iodine ; T{i)

in Table 9 (obtained from Expt 7 by interpolation) being the

time required to free x units when A = 19.9, and t the time

when A = 39.8 (compare also Expts. 8 and 1 1 ).

Similarly, doubling the concentration of the iodide doubles

the rate (Expts. 1 and 10), while doubling that of the acid

somewhat more than quadruples it (Expts. 8 and 7; 11 and 9).

The values of K in Tables 7 to 11 are calculated from the

integrated form of the equation

R= dx\M =K(f>A—x)(f>\nB— xY(,2\iC—x) (1)

Except in the case of Table 8 the values are fairly constant,

affording further evidence that in first approximation at all

events, the rate is proportional to the concentrations of the bi-

chromate and of the iodide, and to the square of that of the acid.

With respect to the bichromate and the acid, therefore, tht
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^„««1 results of these measurements confirm those of Series I.

fn tht c^ ofIhl iodide, however, the effect of doubling the

concentration differs in the two Senes.

The experimenU of

Seriea m
in which the concentrations of the reagents in question were in-

Ur^e^iate between their values in Series I and those .n Senes

IirTre undertaken in order toobuin further l.ght on th.s mat-

'^'"

As the concentration of the acid remained practically un-

altered during the progress of the reaction, it was allowable to

(i), thus obtaining

(a being written for f>A, and c for a/aC).

ExpTS. IS, 13 AND 14.

,2 A 7.9.: 5, 239-4 ;C 56.97; K 100; *.«y..3X.o-;^, 0.23

t A iV- B.2I0.1: C, .8.89: V, too; -t^x-^.MX.o-; R, 0.068

Reference to the Tables containing the results of Expts.

12 nand 14 shows that trebling the concentration of the bi-

JhromaTe leaves *. unaltered, i. e. trebles the rate whde trebhug

thit of the iodide increases k, i.e. more than trebles he rate

Deviation from strict proportionality between rate and con-

centrSon. therefore, occurs in the case of the .od.de, and not

noticeably in the case of the bichromate.

Series IV

In order to study this deviation more thoroughly, free from

the restriction that one or other of the reagents must be pre^n

n relatively small quantity, the measurements of th.s Ser.es
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were carried o.,t by the "Method of Constant Rates" described
in a recent paper by Bray.'

«racnoea

The restrainer being added, and the solution analyzed beforethe concentrations of the reagents had been much reduced bv theprogress of the reaction, tlie quotient xlB gives a first aoDroxT
n.at.on to the rate

; the effect due to the sHght Zt^ZZ
e™on";:°"^^"

^"^'" ^' •"-')' —-cted by .nel S

EXPT. 15.

a calc.

239.6 0-5 80
238-7 I 80
2370

1
2 ',6

235-3 3 35
2336 4 17
23' 9 5 10
230.2 6 i II
228.5 7 i 9
226.8 8 8
225.1 9 ; 6
223-4

I 10
5

KXPT. 16.

^ 17^79 ; C 94-83; y. 200.

B

1 18.5 ;

238-7

479 2

:

729.6 i

gfio.o

1200.4
" — -o J ".« i 2.10

Tlie results of these measurements are given in TaM^ .

'Jour. Phys. Cliem. 7.93(,^3,.
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is given the rate calculated for B = 24a4, on the assumption

that R is proportional to B". The corrected values of R are

plotted in the 6gure.

!

V
/ 1

/ J
•

7
4>.

/
/

/,/
M. // ^^

/A-^y^^^^:^

JA
I

•tttti

Fig. I

EXPT. 17.

A, 17.79 X »j^, 238.7 ; C 94.83 ; V, aoo.

• • X R R\n

0.5 80 4-43 0.06 0.12
I 80 752 0.11 0.1

1

3 40 6.70 0.18 0.09

4 30 6.26 034 o.d8
6 «5 6.22 0-45 008
8 10 5.85 059 0.07

9 10 6.2+ ob^ 0.07
10 8 S.82 0.77 0.08

If the rate were strictly proportional to the concentrations

1
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of tlic bicliroinate and of the iodide, the values of R from Expts.

15 ami 17 sliould all lie on the straight line drawn through the
first two nieasiirenitnts in Fig. i. As may be seen by a glance
at tlie fij,'iiri.-, the rate is somewhat less than proportional to the
concentration of the bichromate, and much more than propor-
tional to that of the iodide. It is ver>- cl(i.sely proportional to
the square of the concentration of the acid (see the quotient R\B'
ill Tabic 16).

Tiic deviation in the case of the bichromate may be ascribed
to decrease iu the dissociation of the chromic acid attendant on
increase in its concentration, the rate Ijeing supposed propor-
tional to tlie concentration of the ion Cr^ . It is only neces-
sary to assume that in E.xpt. 17 (« = i) ten percent of the
chromic acid is undissociated, in order to account for the dif-

ference between the observed values and those of the stra-ght
line in Fig. i.

Tl It the potassium ions added with the bichromate are not
responsil)lt .'or the retardation is evidenced by Expt. w, Table
18, in which pota.ssium nitrate was present. In the absence of
bichromate, no iwline was liberated ; thus the possibility that
retardation b\- the potassium was offset by action of the nitric
aci(', is excluded.

In the case of the iodide, the rates are reproduced with con-
siderable accuracy by the formula

R calc (Expt. 15) =o.o8« + o.o2«'.

An explanation, in conformity with the prevalent theories
connecting rate and mechanism of a reaction, and not in itself
improbable, is afforded by the supposition that there are two
different primary products of oxidation, one involving but one
molecule of potassium iodide, and the other two molecules of
that substance.

Bray's- experiments on the oxidation of potassium iodide by
chloric acid (.see his series J, also the foot note on page 108 of
his paper), show that with this oxidizing agent as well as with
chromic acid the rate increases more rapidly than the concen-

' Jour. Phys. Chetn. 7, 92 (1903).
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tration of the io« ie ; but the explanation siiRgcsteil in the pre-

ceding paragraph, though plausible, cannot be considered well

founded until the effect of dissolving iodine in the iodide has

been thoroughly studied and satisfactorily accounted for. It is

hope*! that the experimente with iodic acid, alre.idy referred to,

may prove of service in this connection.

Series V

Under this heading are collected the experiments in which

the producU of the reaction, and a number of salts which often

exeit an ao.-elerating efTjc* on the process 0; oxidation, were

added to the reacting mixture.

Tahlb 1 8.

No. Cstalyier A B C \ D \ V ifl .r(C«t.) -r

i Iodine 9.84 233 '42- <o-65 100
! 5 ^35 4-5<'

ii
" 19.9 240 945 7-97 100 20 1.00 1.4s

...
Ml

" 17-79 232 474- 7-56 200 10 8. II 8.05

iv Fe.(SO.). 4.92 233 142. '25 100 10 27.5 4.65
too 151 2.35 1.86

V
(

t

29-8 240 9-45 '2-5

vi KNO, 1779 234 379- 20. 200 15 9 '8 9.17

vii K^O. 17-79 232 474- 5- 200 10 8 10 8.19

viii Cr.(SO.). 17-79 223 948- >7 200 41 y.70 9.'5

ix 17-79 229 664. 1.7 200 7 9-6o 9 3'

X (1 1245 239 94-8 1-7 200 13 7 18 l-M

xi UO.(NO,), I 968 239 94.8 10 UK) 16 2 61 2.48

xii Co(NO,), 1.968 239 94.8 1.0 IOC 15! 2.51 2.47

xiii MnCl, 1.968 239 ' 94-8 i.o 100 15' 2.J6 2.51

xiv MOA.(NH.). 1.968 239 ' 94-» •
l(x> 15 2.52 2.42

XV Na,WO. 1.968 239 94.8 1.0 ux) 15 2.42 2.42

y, (iv) 4.85; (v) 0.06; (vi) 0.00.

In Table 18 the amounts of bichromate, acid, and iodide, are

entered in the columns headed A, B, and C respectively; the

total volttme in cubic centimeters, under V. The qtianlity of

salt, etc. added is given under D in 10"* gram-fonniila weights.

The iodine liberated in minutes is given under ".neat)", while

under x is entered the result of blank experiments in the absence

of the catalyser. Finally, in a few cases, the amount of imiine

set free by the catalytic agent in the ab.sence of bichromate, his

been recorded at the foot of the table, after y.
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Very few of the substances experimented with had any ap-

preciable effect on tlie rate. The acceleration due to the chrome

alum is soni;\vliat greater than would be caused by the acid lib-

erated by complete hydrolysis; and in the case of the ferric salt,

the acceleration is too great to be ascribed to the ferrous sulphate

formed by reduction, although increase in the concentration of

the i(xlide, which increases the amount of ferrous salt formed,

also greatly increases the acceleration.

Series VI

In order to find the temperature-coefficient of the reaction,

I repeated Kxperiment i at zero. The surprisingly small e£Eect

on the rate caused by a drop of thirty degrees suggested the pes-

sibility that the n^ ure of the reaction might be profoundly mod-

ified by the change of temperature, and I accordingly carried out

a number of exfxjriments at zero. The results, contained in

Tables 19 to 27, and in part in Fig. 2, show that, on the whole,

EXPTS. 19 AND so.

19. A, 1.968; n, 237.9; C, 142-4; V> «oo; /-.aig-. 0.0023; .ff, 0.063.

10. A, o 9S4; /?, 237.9; C 142.4; V. 100; k^avg, 0.0012; ^,0.030.

19. 9

10

>5

20

30

0.66

0.86

1. 19
1.72

II. 81

*. 20. X *.

0.0025 20 0.57 0.0022
0.0022 30 0.83 0.0022

0.0023 — —
0.0023

00 5-90

21.

22.

n-

ExPTS. 21, 22 AND 23.

1.968; /?, 478.3; C 142.4; V, 100; k^avg, 0.012; /?, 0.33.

0.9S4; /?, 478.3; C, 142.4; V, 100; kfivg, 0.013; R' 0.18.

A, 9'<4; n, 235 3; C 284.9; ^'. 'oo: k^avg^.ooiy, H.o.oya.

21 e X

2.69

*.X.o.,

10 112

20 494 118

30 6.87 126
i

35 7.08 130
;

00 II. 81
!

"• * X *, X io»

10

X *,Xio«

10 «-34 112 0.69 54
15 2.04 »23 >5 1.00 54
20

;

a.77 «3« 30 I.2I 50
30 3-75 146
°0

1 5-90 w 5-90
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Tabuk 24-

A, 17-79; C 9483 X »;

EXPT. 25-

V, 20d; Reorr. (30') from Expt. 15

Coeff

B
Rcorr. \

/lii^') A^"''"

238.7

2353
230.2

2234

I

3
6
10

120
80
20
8

4 34
8.69

570
465

0.04
0.12

033
0.71

0.1

1

0.40
1.28

J. 86

27
? 3

39
40

« 4
••5

1.6

1.6

A, 17-79: C 94-83;

Expt. 26.

y, 200: T. o'C;

* «

2337 120

479-2 40

9600 10

1440.8 '

X R

4-34

573
7-4<

7-69

0.04
0.15
081
2.09

J? (30°) f.om Expt. 16.

R(TfS"s
I

Rttlio Coeff.

oil
0.42

1.83

2-7

2.7

2.3

«-4

1-4

13

Expt. 27.

• ... R 2^8 7- C 94.83: V. 200; R (30') from Expt. 17.

ypijo") Ralio Cotjj.

0.1

1

(0.26)

(0.40)

(0.63)

0.67

2.7

2-9

2.9

3 3

30

1-4

I 4
'4
« 5

14

f
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Ileiice the temperature coefficient increases with C, and falls off

when // is increased.

( « M

Fig. 2

Table 24 contains a r^sum^ of the results of Expts. 19 to 23

with the rates at 30°, and the ratios of the two rates. The tem-

perature-coefficient, that is, the cube root of this ratio, is entered

under ''cocff".

Cohen' gives a list of 16 reactions whose temperature coef-

ficients have been measured , they vary from 3.6 to 1.9, all being

much greater than that of the reaction studied in the present

paper.

Summary

The rate of the reaction between potassium bichromate,

potassium iodide, and sulphuric acid, is very nearly proportional

to the concentration of the bichromate, and to the square of that

of the acid.

The relation between the rate and the concentration of the

iodide can be expressed by an equation of the form R = wC -f- «C".

The temperature coefficient of the reaction is unusually

low.

"Studien lur Cheraiachen Dynamik," (1893).
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A number of salts which usually accelerate the process of

oxidation have vxry little effect on the rate of this reaction.

Exceptions are, ferric (and ferrous) salts, and, perhap^ chromic

salts.

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to Professor \V

Lash Miller, at whose sugRestion this research was undertaken,

and under whose supervision it has been carried out.

I'Htitrsity of Toronto,

Ftbruary, 1903.
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